
LAND LINER

FACTSHEET

Land Liner is a protective membrane that ensures total containment and an anti-slip surface for activities  
used within heavy industries such as drilling, agriculture, and construction.

• Polypropylene composite consists of three barrier 
films sandwiched by double layers of needle punched 
geotextile with heat fused surfaces

• Twice as tear resistant and 4 times more puncture 
resistant than standard 30-mil HDPE liners

• High-traction surface minimises slip and fall injuries, 
even when covered by hydrocarbon spills

• Absorbs and contains nuisance leaks, drips and spills 
on contact; embedded barrier film helps prevent 
major spill from reaching the ground

• Tough seams won’t pull apart when drive over by 
trucks or tracked machinery

• Weldable and sealable for easy installation and 
patching

• 100% recycleable and incinerable to reduce waste
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